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Follow Ups to Issue 50 

A brief response from Richard Hills with reference to John Brockwell’s article, “What Is Cheating?” 

       In the last issue John argued that the Blue Team's winning streak of 13 Bermuda Bowls (and 3 
Olympiads) was too good to be true. However, John failed to analyse three important facts: 

       a) Very few teams played in the Bermuda Bowl, 
       b) The defending champion from one Bowl was automatically seeded into the next Bowl, and 
       c) The Blue Team had a winning style of aggressive openings and overcalls. Their main American 
rivals (influenced by Roth-Stone) had a losing style of stodgy bidding with later balancing. 
oOoOoOoOo 

       Pam Kyte has suggested that the ABDA Bulletin be single column to save scrolling.  

       Ed: I’m happy to give it a trial so, see what you think. 
 

The Mental Game - Rehearsing Director Calls 
Kim Frazer - Victoria 

              Improving one’s mental approach to deal with match pressure and improve performance is 

used widely in sport, however these same tools are also useful in other walks of life. Presenters, 

performers, airline pilots, surgeons and others all use some of the mental tools to help them 

perform at a higher level. Many of you will have read my series of articles for players in the ABF 

newsletter on the Mental Game. Why shouldn’t bridge directors apply these same skills to their 

profession? 

       Imagine you are a director at a club and you have been directing the Wednesday afternoon 

session for about one year. You get called to the table and one player starts telling you what’s 

happened, a second player interrupts to give his version, and the noise level starts to rise. After 

you’ve calmed everyone down you find that there has been a call out of turn. It is 6 weeks since the 

last time you had one of these, and you have only had a few of these the whole time you’ve been a 

director.  You know the rule, and you start to give the players their options, and then you hesitate a 

bit as you realise you have started to give the players their options in the wrong order. You now 

refer to your rule book, and start again. Meanwhile, you have a call at another table to attend. It 

never rains – it pours right! Now you get a bit flustered and rush. The players start to get a bit 

confused – it doesn’t help that one of them has a hearing difficulty. Eventually you leave the table. 

The players are slightly unhappy, and might think they got a bad decision. Does this sound familiar? 

       As a bridge director, calls to the table are a normal part of the job, and a high proportion of the 

calls are about a small number of rule infractions – call out of turn, lead out of turn, revoke, etc.  

Addressing these situations confidently and calmly is reassuring to the players, and helps keep 

everyone happy that the infraction has been dealt with properly. Our national directors all deal with 

these calls with aplomb, but naturally we would expect that, since their years of experience and 

volume of director calls are high. They are the equivalent of our top bridge players in terms of 

performance. Why then do so many club directors when called to the table for one of these common 

infractions, despite being reasonably familiar with the laws, struggle to deal with the issue 

smoothly? There is no doubt that when infractions occur infrequently it is harder to deal with them 
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effectively. How can a director improve when he might only direct one session a week, and some 

weeks might go by without a director call for some issues. The secret is to use a combination of 

visualisation and mental rehearsal away from the bridge room. 

               How this works is to take one of these situations.  For example: ‘bid out of turn’: 

 Sit or lie quietly at home  

 Close your eyes and take a few deep breaths  

 Visualise yourself at the club and play getting started  

 Visualise yourself being called to the table at your club for a particular situation  

 Visualise yourself arriving at the table 

 Visualise yourself giving your ‘patter’ at the table e.g. “what seems to be the problem”, and 

listen to the explanation. Let’s say it was a bid out of turn that occurred and the players are 

Sue, June, Jenny and Joan. Jenny sitting South is the offender. 

 Take a deep breath and let it out.  

 Then visualise yourself saying, “Okay Sue (lho), you have two options here. You may accept 

the bid out of turn and the auction will proceed 

as normal with no restrictions, or you may refuse 

to accept the bid in which case the auction will 

revert to June as the dealer. June would have to  

pass for the rest of the auction and there may be 

lead restrictions should NS defend.”  

 Then imagine saying, “What would you like to do 

Sue?” 

 Imagine Sue says, “I won’t accept the bid.” 

 Imagine saying, “Ok then June, the auction reverts to you, and you must pass at every turn. 

Jenny may call as she chooses however if she does not specify the suit(s) of her withdrawn 

bid in the legal auction then there may be lead restrictions should you defend. ” 

 Visualise yourself staying at the table until the rectification is complete. 

 Take a few deep breaths and enjoy the feeling of having dealt with the director call 

effectively. 

       (Note – substitute your own words for mine above – it is important to use your own words and 

phrases.) 

       One mental rehearsal session is not going to be enough to turn you into a champion bridge 

director, but a session like this on a daily basis, will definitely put you on the path. Once you have 

mastered one routine, write out a routine for the next common call, and work on that one. 

       In the same way an elite athlete uses mental rehearsal to improve his performance at sport, 

bridge directors can use it to improve their performance at directing. This type of rehearsal can also 

be used to improve your directing skills in other areas – e.g. starting the session, chairing an appeal 

and so on. Visualisation and mental rehearsal are powerful tools which will assist you with improving 

your directing skills. 

 

 North 

(Dealer) 

June 

 

West 

Sue 

 East 

Joan 

 South 

Jenny 
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Do Your Players Know? 

       Making gratuitous comments about the play may mislead and are best avoided. A tale from real 
life: Declarer is playing in 3NT and leads the ♦9 towards ♦K52 on the table. When the ♦K holds the 
trick, declarer said, “Wow, it worked,” and dummy adds, “Yes, it works sometimes.” The trouble 
was that Declarer started with ♦AQJ109 and had not shown a diamond suit in the auction. A bit of 
harmless fun until damage is seen to result from deception.  
  

Polling Players 

Rui Marques - European Bridge League Chief TD, WBF Assistant Chief TD 

       Situations where TDs have to use judgement are abundant. Let's take two of the most 
frequent ones: 
1 - A player receives unauthorizzed information (UI) and takes some sort of action that the 
opponents consider questionable. 
2 - A player gives a wrong explanation of an action and the opponents act on it. Afterwards, they 
consider that they would have acted differently given the right explanation of the action. 

       When situations like these lead to a TD call, the TD will very often need to poll players in order 
to determine the likely/possible course of action, absent of UI or of the wrong explanation. 
Let's view a typical example, from the 2008 Boston NABC: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

              West (about 2♦): I´m taking it as Drury 
              Final result: 3♣ making, +110 EW 
 
 
 

       The director was called at the end of the auction. EW had not discussed whether Drury applied 
in competition. East said that he believed he had another call based on his hand, not the UI. The 
opponents think that a "Pass" is automatic given East's hand.  
       How should the TD decide?  
       We can safely assume that NS would not have taken different actions if they heard the 
explanation “undiscussed”, so the main question is basically whether East would have passed or 
not if he had not heard West´s explanation.  

       The ideal situation would have the TD and the players warp in time in such a way that the TD 
could see what the four players at the table would do with the UI removed. Of course, that is not 
possible. The closest substitute is for the TD to base his judgement decision on the opinion of an 
"equivalent" bridge player that is given the “ideal” situation, with the UI removed. "Equivalent" 

East Dealer 
None Vul 

♠ K Q J 6 5 
♥ 8 4 
♦ Q J 10 3 
♣ 9 5 

 

♠ 8 7 
♥ J 10 6 3 2 
♦ A 
♣ A Q 8 7 2 

 

 

 

N 

W   E 

S 
 

 

♠ A 9 3 2 
♥ 7 
♦ K 8 7 5 2 
♣ K J 4 

  

   

♠ 10 4 
♥ A K Q 9 5 
♦ 9 6 4 
♣ 10 6 3 

 

West North East South 

    Pass Pass 

1 ♥ 1 ♠ 2 ♦ Pass 

2 ♥ Pass 2 NT Pass 

3 ♣ Pass Pass Pass 
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is a myth because no two bridge players are completely alike, and different players frequently 
have different opinions. Therefore, to get the most unbiased decision possible, we replace the 
myth with a group of players of approximately the same level and using the same methods. How? 
Polling these players on the bridge problem that arises from the situation. From the answers we 
will hopefully be able to judge if East really has a bid, or if pass is a logical alternative. 

       At the time (2008) four players were consulted and none considered pass a logical alternative. 
Therefore, the AC decided to maintain the score. The casebook discusses this case extensively 
and some passionate opinions expressed seem to point otherwise. What is the correct decision? 
Did something go wrong with the poll? 
       My purpose on using this example is to show the importance of adequate polling, more than 
to establish the “correct” ruling. This case (as many others) definitely shows how important it is 
for the TD to conduct the poll in a manner that yields the most solid, objective and correct result 
possible. 
       So, how to organize and conduct the poll? 

1 - Gather all the information needed. 
       Try to anticipate all the questions that the polled players might be asking and be prepared to 
answer objectively. In the example above, questions like: "What is the range and style of EW weak 
two bids?", "Does 1♥ always show five cards?", "What's the minimum strength for opening one 
of a major in front of a passed hand?", "What would 1NT and 2NT by East show on his second 
call?", are examples of questions that players might be asking. The TD should never reply with 
what he guesses the answer to be, because according to Murphy's Law he is most likely to be 
wrong. So, before starting the poll, it is necessary to find from the players all the relevant 
information about their system, methods, approach, style and any other factors that might affect 
the bridge decision to be taken. 

2 - Have no opinion. 
       Of course, when you analyze a case, you form your own opinion, but conceptually when the 
TD goes about asking players, he is asking THEIR opinion and not asking if they agree with HIS 
opinion. Regarding the case above, do I think that East has another bid or not? As a TD my opinion  
doesn't matter. What matters is what the players think. Having an opinion beforehand can very 
easily lead to the director to subconsciously coach the players polled into agreeing with his own 
opinion, by the way the questions are asked or information is given. 

3 - Set up the poll size. 
       This may be covered by specific NBO regulations, but from a logical point of view and taking 
into account some regulations pertaining to logical alternatives, five seems like the minimum 
adequate size for a poll to be meaningful. Given this, should the TD ever change the poll size 
during the poll? I have a very hard time with this one. The standard technical answer is definitely 
"no". 

       The temptation to change the poll size usually comes associated with the TD's opinion on the 
case and the way it matches or not the player's opinion. Let's say that we set up a poll size of five, 
and the first three players polled think that the case is very clear and their answer matches what 
the TD thinks. The TD is busy, rushing, and it seems to him that it's a clear case! Players even agree 
with him! Should he stop the poll or keep on with it? Many a TD will say, "That's enough." 

       Now let's suppose that the TD decides to stop, the case goes to AC and the AC asks a simple 
question, "Why did you poll only three players?".... It can easily happen, for example when one 
of the AC members has a different opinion. Unlucky? Not at all. Consider two possible answers, A 
and B. You think A is clear. The five players to be polled are, in order, on the AAABB fields. It looks 
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unanimous, when you ask the first three, because you get AAA. But if you had reversed the order 
of the asking, you would get BBA and you would not think of stopping after three. The other way 
around happens when for example the TD's opinion is that B is a logical alternative and after five 
players the TD gets AAAAA. Many TDs start thinking: "Wait a minute, there must be something 
wrong here. Maybe I'm asking the wrong players, I should poll more players. I'm sure I'll find 
somebody that agrees with me." 

       Well, this is the part that gives me a hard time. Because, after all, we might actually be asking 
the wrong players or, by chance, be collecting a set of players that does not reflect statistically 
the whole collective. These are two valid arguments, but they do not relate to the opinion of the 
TD about the case. Varying the sample size is, in my IMHO, more dangerous than to accept the 
fact that sometimes one will pick up the wrong set of players to poll.  

       However, on occasion, when TD´s are shorthanded and cases pile up, tournaments can 
become extremely busy and using polls of, for example, five players will be “too much”, or, there 
simply aren’t that many suitable players around. In these situations, I tend to conceptually accept 
a somewhat variable polling size, according to the perceived difficulty of the problem.  

4 - Pick your players. 
       One should be very careful about which players to poll. Don't forget that you need answers 
as close as possible to the ones that the original players would have given. So, it follows logically 
that the chosen players should: 
a - Play the same or similar methods as the original player(s) in question, or at least be familiar 
with them. 
b - Have the same style, when possible. With all due respect, juniors, for example tend to bid 
more aggressively than the so-called "norm". 
c - Have about the same strength, or be able to think as a player of the same strength as the 
original player(s) in question. Some very strong players are able to do this by adjusting their 
thoughts according to the desired playing level... 

       From a pragmatic point of view, the players polled should not be related to the original 
player(s) in question. For example, they should not be teammates or the captain, because polling 
them may lead to very uncomfortable situations… Ideally, but not always possible, polled players 
should not have previous knowledge about the hand. That makes it harder for them to be 
completely unbiased. 

5 - Give the players a bridge problem. 
       This means removing all the information that the player would not have at the table, like the 
hands of the other players, and also the possible irregularities committed that were the origin of 
the problem. This is easier said than done, because often players can guess the reason why the 
TD is polling them. There are some tricks to mitigate this. One is, when possible, to give the 
problem as a movie. In the example above, I would tend to give the polled players East's hand 
and the auction "Pass Pass 1♥ 1♠" to start with." What is your choice of action?" I guess that most 
would say 2♦. For those that chose something else, I would steer them into "Would you ever bid 
something else?" A player that never bids 2♦ with East's hand would probably not be a good 
candidate to be polled on this specific hand. Continuing, "auction proceeds as Pass 2♥. If North 
passes, what would you bid?" This last bit, “If North passes”, makes the pollee think that the 
problem is related to North´s pass and not to West´s actions. 

       If we give the whole action up to the critical point and just ask what the player’s choice is, the 
player often knows what happened at the table and his opinion will be biased. Following the 
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multi-stage approach, it is way harder for the player to know where the train got off the rails and 
therefore his opinion is more genuine. 

       Another approach that I sometimes use is to feed the polled players with the impression that 
the problem is on the other side. For example, in a given case, if the TD says nothing the player 
will know that there was a hesitation. But if the TD inserts in the problem, explicitly, the meaning 
of a bid by the opponent like for example in an auction where the opponents bid 3♠ at some point 
asking for a stopper, and the TD says "If 3♠ is alerted as asking for a stopper, what would you 
bid?", the hesitation issue doesn't pop and the answer is, again, more objective. 

       This also sums up an important point, which is to *ask the right questions in the right way*, 
in order to get the right answers, and to not skew these answers towards any of the options 
available. 

       In an unauthorized information or mistaken information case, the question tends to be simple 
and aiming at establishing what the player would do without the UI, or with the correct 
information. However, there are some twists. Let´s see this recent example, from the Turkish 
Clubs Teams Championship, 2016, slightly adapted: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           
          3NTX made. 
 
        After the board, East calls the TD because of 
different explanations. East asked the meaning of 
2 NT to his screen mate before he doubled. It was 

explained as 'invitational, maximum 12 HCP". South on the other side of the screen explained it 
as "forcing". NS do not have a CC or system notes available. 2♦ was alerted as 11-17 HCP 3+ card. 
East states, "Had I known that 2NT was forcing, I would not double 3NT and when I do not double, 
the natural lead of my partner is a ♥ and 3NT goes down." When the TD investigates a little 
further, he will learn that for West “forcing” meant 12-14 HCP.  

       We will not discuss the ruling in itself, but during the process of ruling the TD will want to 
verify if East would double or not with the explanation “12-14 HCP”. So, we give the East hand to 

a poll of players, and the auction in steps: “Pass 1, what do you bid?”, then  “2 Pass 2 alerted 
as 11-17 3D+, what do you bid?”, then “2NT explained as 12-14 HCP Pass 3NT, what do you bid?”. 
This seems all fine and dandy, but there is one very important aspect of the poll… Let´s say that 
we find four players that pass and one that doubles. Looks like East was damaged… However, it 
might happen that the players that pass always pass, and the player that doubles always doubles, 
independently of 2NT being 11-12 or 12-14.   

       In that case, from what we see from the (hypothetical) poll, is East really damaged? From the 
poll it would seem that the explanation has no influence on the bid chosen by East… This is a 
radically different conclusion. For MI cases it is very often useful to ask the bridge problem with 

West Dealer  
None Vul 

♠ A J 10 5 4 
♥ 9 7 4 
♦ A 8 6 
♣ A 8 

 

♠ 8 
♥ Q 8 3 
♦ 9 5 4 
♣ K 10 9 6 5 2 

 

 

 

N 

W  E 

S 
 

 

♠ K Q 7 6 2 
♥ K J 5 2 
♦ J 10 7 3 
♣ — 

  

   

♠ 9 3 
♥ A 10 6 
♦ K Q 2 
♣ Q J 7 4 3 

 

West North East South 

Pass 1 ♠ Pass 2 ♣ 

Pass 2 ♦ Pass 2 NT 

Pass 3 NT Dbl Pass 

Pass Pass     
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the good information and then with the bad information, to check if the different information 
causes damage. 

       Another example, from the 1994 Fall NABC in Minneapolis:  
 

1   Break in tempo 

        

       West hesitated before passing 3. West 
claimed he was trying to decide whether to make 
a sacrifice or not. North states that he didn’t 
double as takeout because of the hesitation. 
Polling players with North´s hand, we can ask 
what their call is. If they pass, we basically have 
no more questions. But if they double, we can 

further ask, “If West huddles before passing, would you change your call?” We might find a 
situation where players double or pass independently of the hesitation, and in that case there 
would be no damage. 

       On a UI case (a hesitation by partner, for example), we need to establish if the UI could 
demonstrably have suggested action A instead of action B. Now, it is entirely appropriate to 
include in the poll a question like: “If there is a hesitation by your partner, what do you think the 
hesitation suggests”, or (with screens): “If there is a break in tempo on the other side of the 
screen, what do you make of it, who is hesitating, what does it suggest”. Answers often surprise 
us… 
       When such a question is introduced, of course it should not be the first question on the poll, 
but rather the last, so as to not influence the answer to the “bridge problem” that we want to 
give to the pollees. 

6 - Alternatives! 
       It is not enough to ask "What do you bid?"... Always ask the polled players if they have 
alternative choices that they might be seriously considering, and which ones they are. This has to 
do with the way that we establish logical alternatives: 
       Law 16B1(b) : A logical alternative action is one that, among the class of players in question 
and using the methods of the partnership, would be given serious consideration  by a significant 
proportion of such players, of whom it is judged some might select it.  
       Local regulations and guides might complement and support the application of this law. In 
any case, always avoid asking the players if "action X is a logical alternative". It is up to the TD to 
judge if some action is a LA, considering the inputs he gets from the polled players, not for the 
players to say if the action is a LA in itself. 

7 - Multiple polls 
       The TD might need more than one set of players for the same problem, namely when the 
bridge problem has more than one critical factor. East took one of possible actions, and now West 
can take one of several others depending on East's action. The TD cannot give both hands to the 
same polled player, because his answer will be in influenced by seeing both hands.In this type of 
cases, one poll set for each critical factor will be needed. 

8 - Avoid the crowd factor. 

East Dealer 
N-S Vul 

♠ 5 
♥ A 8 7 6 
♦ Q 8 7 2 
♣ K Q J 10 

 

♠ 10 4 
♥ J 9 5 
♦ A 4 3 
♣ A 8 7 5 4 

 

 

 

N 

W  E 

S 
 

 

♠ K J 8 7 6 3 2 
♥ 10 
♦ J 9 6 5 
♣ 2 

  

    

♠ A Q 9 
♥ K Q 4 3 2 
♦ K 10 
♣ 9 6 3 

 

West North East South 

    3 ♠ Pass 

Pass1 Pass     
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       Try to give the problem to the players in isolation, so that they don't receive any input from 
their peers and buddies. Never ever ask two players in the same spot (for example teammates 
having a coffee at the bar) for their opinions, because most often the second one will conform to 
the opinion of the first one. Gently separate the player from his group and ask him privately. Also, 
try not to ask players that are rushing for something because their answer will frequently not be 
well pondered.  

9 - In writing. 
       In ACBL land it is mandatory for the poll to be made in writing, and it is logical to do it that 
way. [Ed: In Australia too. See National Authority Issue 48.] I would go one step further. When the 
TD has access to a tape recorder, why not record the answers? With some players, when we poll 
them, they give not only the answer but also their reasoning to get there, and this may be very 
useful information that otherwise goes to waste or gets lost in translation... 

10 - Don't say too much... 
       When giving the decision, the TD should always say that he polled suitable players, and how 
many, but not tell the involved parties who the polled players were. The AC committee can and 
often does ask about specifically who were the players polled, to judge if the poll was adequate. 
This is information that the TD may or may not give to the AC if requested, depending on local 
regulations. The Australian National Authority, for example, decided that the outcome of any poll 
may be shared with the Appeals Committee, but the identity of the players consulted and their 
opinions must remain confidential to the Director. At the EBL and WBF levels, the identity of the 
players can be shared with the reviewer (there are no ACs). I personally prefer to be able to share 
with the AC or reviewer, but NEVER with the involved pairs or teams, when giving a decision, 
because the details of the poll are important in the process of reaching a decision. 

       Conclusion: Tournament directing has evolved a lot in recent years. Polling players became a 
crucial part of a TD's job. It is just that the TD does his best to get from the polled players objective 
and unbiased answers in order to be able to give the best possible ruling to the players. The points 
raised in this article need to be addressed by the TD. I'm sure I'm forgetting one or two other 
important aspects... but if all of the ones above are taken into account, the average quality of 
polls will be much higher! 
 

Dear Director 

Q.     Dummy will sometimes display the dummy and then pick up the opponent’s system card to 
read. Is this within his rights? 

A.     No. Law 20F2 allows declarer to request explanations at his turn to play from his own hand or 
from dummy but makes no mention of dummy being permitted to do so. While almost always this 
is an innocent action, dummy being interested in the opponent’s system may alert declarer to 
something unusual in the auction or play.   

Q.     My RHO opened 1NT and I overcalled 2NT to show that I held 5,5 in the minors. Partner alerted 
2NT. Is alerting a self-alerting call an infraction? 

A.     At most it would be a breach of correct procedure which rarely attracts a penalty. The ABF 
Alerting Regulations say that self-alerting calls “should not be alerted” which is mild compared to 
“must be alerted” for conventional calls that are not self-alerting. There may be situations where 
alerting unnecessarily could be seen as waking up partner.  
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Q.     When may a player look at an opponent’s system card during the auction?  

A.     Law 20F1 allows explanations to be requested at one’s own turn to call. As looking at a system 

card may be construed as looking for an explanation then the same limitations apply. Look at one’s 

own turn to call. 

Q.     Does a claim establish a revoke? 

A.     Only if the player who has revoked or his partner makes or agrees to a claim or concession does 
the revoke become established. If an opponent of the revoking player claims or makes a concession 
then the revoke is not established by the claim or concession. It would be established if agreement 
is given by the revoking side. 

Q.     I told the director that I wished to appeal his ruling. At the end of the session I asked about the 
appeal and he said, “We have heard your appeal and you lost.” I had noticed a few directors talking 
in the office but I had no idea that that was my appeal hearing. 

A.     It is a duty of the Tournament Organizer (your club for green masterpoint sessions) to make 
suitable arrangements for the conduct of appeals - Law 80B2(k). This might extend to holding 
reviews rather than appeals. The director has power to remedy any omissions of the Tournament 
Organizer - Law 81B1 - so I suppose if your club has made no decision on how appeals are to be 
handled your director would be within his authority to rule on your appeal. Law 93A allows the 
Director in charge to rule upon all appeals should an Appeals Committee not be able to operate 
without disturbing the orderly progress of the tournament. 

       Assuming most clubs would expect an Appeals Committee to assemble if an appeal arose, we 
move onto Law 93B1. The Director in charge shall hear and rule upon such part of the appeal as 
deals solely with the Law or regulations. So, your director might have said, “I have discussed my 
ruling with my colleagues and I am not going to change it.” 93B1 continues, “His ruling may be 
appealed to the committee”. 

       93B2 says that the Director in charge shall refer all other appeals to the committee for 
adjudication. Either way you should get your opportunity to put your case to a committee. Your 
opponents must have the opportunity to attend too.  

       The current WBF Code of Practice (for Appeals Committees) deals with reviews rather than 
appeals so is less useful than older versions for those of us still assembling Appeals Committees. I 
have copied some passages from the 2010 Code of Practice:  

Function of an Appeal Committee 
       The committee is to hear and make judgement upon an appeal duly made as the laws and the 
applicable regulations determine, from a ruling by a Director (in person or by an assistant on his 
behalf). An appeal against a ruling may only be made by a side present at the table where the ruling 
was given. No account is to be taken of the interests of other contestants in the outcome. 

Jurisdiction of an Appeal Committee 
       The committee hears appeals under Law 93 B 2, and may exercise any of the powers of the 
Director in resolving them. Appeals of questions of law or regulation are heard by the Director in 
charge (Law 93 B 1); a further appeal against his decision may be made thereafter to an Appeal 
Committee which has no power to overturn the Director in charge’s decision but may recommend 
to him that he reconsider (Law 93 B 3). The committee may recommend likewise to the Director in 
charge a review of any disciplinary penalty he may have applied under Law 91 but may not rescind 
or vary it (powers that it does have in relation to Law 90 procedural penalties). An appeal committee 
does have the power to apply a disciplinary penalty if the Director in charge has not done so and 
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there is found to have been a breach of the laws governing conduct that the Director in charge has 
not penalized. The WBF recommends the greatest restraint in exercising this power when the 
Director in charge has not done so and points to the possible alternative of admonishment if a 
majority of the committee is strongly of the opinion that some action is justified. 

Composition of Appeals Committees 
       An appeal committee is ideally comprised of not fewer than three members nor more than five. 
The World Bridge Federation recognizes that there can be circumstances in which an appeal may be 
made to an officially appointed individual, but regards this as unacceptable at international level 
and to be avoided where possible at national level. The Regulating Authority should establish its 
decisions in respect of these matters. 

Personnel 
       An appeal committee will ideally incorporate a quota of strong players together with other 
members considered to be of broad bridge experience who have a balanced objective approach to 
the decision making process. The chairman of a committee should ensure that the stronger players 
play a leading role in questions of bridge judgement. The other members of a committee seek a 
balanced judgement when applying law and regulation. It is desirable that at least one member of 
a committee should have an insight into the laws of the game, but it is not that member’s task nor 
the function of the committee to establish what law is applicable and how it is to be interpreted; 
these are matters to be enquired of the Director in charge (i.e. ‘The Director’ to which Law 81 refers) 
or his nominee for the purpose. The committee applies the given interpretation of the law to the 
facts and circumstances of the case. For the recording of the process and the decisions, together 
with the basis for them and relevant information, the WBF recommends that each committee 
should have, or should appoint one of its number to be, its Scribe. 

Withdrawal 
       A committee member who has prior knowledge of the subject matter of an appeal, of a kind 
that may affect his objective participation, should recuse himself from the committee and will 
preferably be substituted. In an international tournament a committee member may decide to 
recuse himself because he feels too closely involved, or feels he may be biased, or has discussed the 
matter with interested parties, or has pre‐decided the outcome. It is expected that co‐nationals of 
players involved in the appeal will constitute at most a minority of the committee. 

Concurrence of Appellants 
Law 92 D states: An appeal shall not be heard unless 1. in a pairs event both members of the 
partnership concur in making the appeal (but in an individual contest an appellant does not require 
his partner’s concurrence). 
2. in a team event the team captain concurs in making the appeal. 
An appeal shall not be entertained if it does not have the consent required. Note that the laws no 
longer say that an absent member is deemed to concur; consequently an appellant must give 
evidence of such concurrence. 

Duty of an Appeal Committee 
       The duty of a committee is to hear the statements of the Director and the players, to allow 
captains to speak thereafter if they wish, and to explore with questions any aspects of the matter 
that a member wishes to clarify. The Director who presents the facts and the ruling to the committee 
should be the Director who went to the table. Evidence should be interrupted as little as possible 
and committee members should carefully avoid direct exchanges of opinion with other persons in 
attendance. It is essential that committee members and those appearing before them behave in a 
wholly courteous manner. In his discretion the chairman may ask to see the appeal form prior to 
the hearing. 
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Decisions of Appeal Committees 
       No decision of an appeal committee is valid if not agreed, in the manner described hereafter, by 
a vote of the participating members of the committee. A participating member is one who has been 
present for the proceedings from the commencement of the Director’s statement through to the 
final vote taken at the conclusion of the private deliberations of the committee. The Director’s ruling 
remains unaltered when there is not an agreement to change it supported by a majority vote of the 
committee, the chairman having an (additional) casting vote in the event of a tie. 

Appeal to Regulating Authority 
       No appeal to the Regulating Authority should be entertained if the prior stages of ruling and 
appeal have not been pursued and exhausted. It is legitimate for the Regulating Authority to set 
some limitation on matters that it will hear (but see the Law 93 C footnote above); it is a widespread 
practice, commended by the WBF, that the Regulating Authority will not review value judgements 
except where the appeal committee has made a judgement that can have no basis in its findings of 
the facts of a case. However, the Regulating Authority is responsible for compliance with any 
national law that may affect its action (Law 93 footnote). Debatable matters of law and/or 
regulation are valid questions for the Regulating Authority. Under Law 93 C 2 the Director in charge 
or the Appeals Committee may refer a matter to the Regulating Authority. 

       At international level the WBF urges that arrangements be instituted for an appeal to be 
considered against the decision of an appeal committee. However, the nature of international 
tournaments is such that appeals of this category should be restricted; it is suggested that to be 
heard such an appeal should be certified by one of a small number of nominated senior and expert 
individuals to be worthy of consideration. If this certificate is obtained it is recommended that the 
appeal be heard by a joint meeting of, say, the Rules and Regulations Committee with the Laws 
Committee under the chairmanship of the President or of his nominee for the purpose. Where this 
procedure applies, as for its own tournaments is henceforward the case with the WBF, the certifying 
individual is empowered to dismiss the appeal if he/she does not find its content appropriate for 
the attention of the joint committees. 

Score adjustment 
       The award of an assigned adjusted score (see Law 12 C 1) is appropriate when a violation of law 
causes damage to an innocent side (although the extent of redress to this side may be affected, see 
below, if it has contributed to its own damage by wild or gambling action subsequent to the 
infraction). Damage exists when, because of an infraction, an innocent side obtains a table result 
less favourable than would have been the expectation had the infraction not occurred (see Law 12 
B 1). 

EBU White Book 

 

7.2.1.2 What is not expected (Ed: of a Tournament Director)  
       In contrast to the expectations in the code of conduct (§7.1), it is interesting to examine what is not 
expected of the TD:  
       (a) the TD is not expected to know the laws by heart: but they are expected to know where to look in the 
laws, and what regulations they may turn to;  
       (b) the TD is not expected to have the bridge judgement of a front-rank international player; they are 
expected to have a sound knowledge of the game and to be able to make broad judgements on that basis;  
       (c) the TD is not expected to act as counsellor to Appeals Committees on bridge matters; they are 

expected to provide them with correct statements of Law and regulation, and to amplify these with sound 

interpretations where required. 
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JUDGEMENT RULINGS (1) 

        Our panel give their views on how to make a ruling for the three situations presented in the 
last bulletin. The regular panellists for this issue are Rich Colker, Arie Geursen, Richard Hills, Laurie 
Kelso and Matthew McManus. 

       Readers should not be concerned about different views among panellists. This section equates 
to just the first round of the consultation process and aims to highlight points to be considered.  
 

Hand 1    Open Swiss Teams Congress                                 Bd. 14 / E / Nil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1   Weak Two in a Major or 21-22 Balanced 
2   Described by South as a 20 second break 
  
       Result:  EW -150  

        

       The director was called by South after East bid 5♥. South believed that East was obligated to 
pass after West had considered her call for what South claimed to be an unusually long time of 20 
seconds. North agreed, however East said she did not notice any hesitation.  West said the time was 
simply what she needed to assess her hand and count her points. 

       The director advised the table to complete the auction and play the hand however she was 
called back to the table during the play for an established revoke by West which led to a two trick 
rectification but no further adjustment. 

       East said that she did not bid 4♥ immediately after 3♠ as she didn’t want to push NS into game 
but decided then and there that she would bid 5♥ if South bid 4♠ because she had only one spade 
and that even two down doubled would be a good score. 

Ed: The panel’s inclination is to adjust… 

Laurie Kelso: This one is an obvious adjustment back to 4.  East’s argument about not wanting to 
save on the previous round is fatuous since that decision belongs to West and not East. Normally 
pre-emptors don’t bid again unless requested by partner (and a break-in-tempo is not a legal form 
of request)! 

        The only question that the Director needs to consider is if the slow pass was suggestive of the 
decision to bid on i.e. whether West could have been considering a double instead.  In theory there 
might be some ambiguity, but in practice most players would know that their partner was 
considering a save.  Score adjusted to: 60% of NS +450 and 40% of NS +420 (if EW mange to get their 
diamond ruff). 

 ♠ 764 
♥  
♦ AQ1086 
♣ J10832 

 

♠ K53    
♥ AK7643 
♦ 2 
♣ Q54 

 ♠ 10   
♥ J109852 
♦ J75 
♣ A97 

 ♠  AQJ982     
♥ Q 
♦ K943 
♣ K6 

 

West North East South 
  2♦ A1 2♠ 

3♥ 3♠ Pass 4♠ 

Pass2 Pass 5♥ Pass 

Pass Pass   
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Arie Geursen: OK so just to clarify South need only call the Director during the action if EW disputed 

at that time that there was an unusually long pause that may have conveyed some unauthorized 

information otherwise it is perfectly OK to call the Director at the end of the hand and then only if 

you believe you have been disadvantaged.  See the guidance document promulgated by the ABF 

and NZB. 

       Let’s accept that the Director satisfied herself that there was a pause which demonstrably 

suggested 5♥ over pass.  I venture to suggest most would agree with that but as Director if you have 

any doubt about this, then ask some of East’s peers, who also play a multi-2D, what they would do 

on the hand in a smooth auction (East’s reasons are not helpful to this exercise). 

        Now we have to consider what would happen from the instant just before the infraction (the 

5♥ bid).  If East passes, the contract becomes 4♠.  Which on the opening lead of the ♥A, makes for 

NS +420 (a much better score than the NS+150 they got with the revoke rectification), but on the 

lead of the singleton diamond the contract could well go off if the defence gets it right. 

        Now we have to decide what to adjust to?  4♠ by South making is one option but is that 

equitable (Law 12C1(c)? NS as the non-offending side gets the benefit of any doubt.  While I readily 

accept that with a known 6-6 heart fit most Open players will see the singleton diamond as a more 

attractive option that ♥A, whether all those West’s can also resist the temptation to cash the ♥A 

before switching to a club is less clear. 

        I am inclined to award 70% of NS+420 and 30% of NS-50, IMPed against whatever the score was 

at the other table. 

Rich Colker: The self-serving rationalizations presented by the EW players here are typical of the 

types of statements that good Tournament Directors everywhere are expected to take with a grain 

of salt in unauthorized information situations. Wait, I take that back. A grain of salt is too much to 

waste on such drivel. West underbid her hand (and fit) and decided to try for a big gain, hoping NS 

would settle short of game. Then, when NS bid their game, West, with perhaps just a bit too much 

defence on the side to feel comfortable taking a unilateral save in 5♥, took enough time to consider 

it to bring East in on the strategy. Then East, with both a legal and an ethical obligation not to take 

advantage of West’s break in tempo, bid on anyhow, justifying her action with two time-honoured 

bits of self-serving rationalization: “I did not notice any hesitation” and “I always planned to bid ___ 

(fill in the blank) anyhow.” Sure, and I always planned to buy Apple/Google/Name-your-favourite-

stock when it sold for $20 a share. 

        This is an easy ruling. Unless the table result was more favourable to NS than their likely result 

in 4♠, the table result gets cancelled and NS get the most favourable result that was likely in 4♠, 

which I make to be plus 450. (Ed: Rick appears to have used Law 12C1(e) which, although not 

applicable in Australia, was until 2016 the mandated ACBL approach.) West is not allowed to lead 

her singleton diamond at trick one, after which she could win the second spade, lead to the East’s 

♣A, and get a diamond ruff to beat 4♠ one trick. A high heart lead is imposed, after which West can 

no longer obtain a diamond ruff.) As for EW, I assign them the reciprocal result of minus 450 but 

impose as stiff a procedural/disciplinary penalty as possible on them for East’s flagrant disregard for 

her obligation following West’s hesitation over 4♠. 

Ed: One not totally convinced…. 
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Matthew McManus: This is a pure matter of judgement. Is pass rather than 5♥ a logical alternative 

for East? For me, no question here - I would not dream of bidding. The question is whether 5♥ could 

demonstrably have been suggested over Pass by the UI. There is the possibility that West's thinking 

was about doubling 4♠, so maybe it fails under that part of Law 16 and therefore the director would 

rule that there is no infraction. I am tending that way, but am by no means convinced and could be 

swayed. At the moment, I allow -150 to stand. If I adjusted, it would be to a weighted score between 

NS making 420 (diamond lead) and 450 (heart lead). The actual weightings may depend on the class 

of player involved and whether EW have a history of opening weak twos with a 5 card suit. 

Ed: A “Yes Minister” response to round off the segment…. 

Richard Hills: I am not of the same class of player as East. My early training was that after a preempt 
the preemptor's partner was the undisputed captain of the auction. 

        That is, the term "logical alternative" is a misnomer. If a poll of East's peers overwhelmingly 
supports East's decision to bid 5♥, then the illogical bid of 5♥ is the only logical alternative. 

Ed: While directors don’t look at results to see what a normal contract would be, results may be 

useful to see just how many pairs in this calibre field make 11 tricks and 9 tricks in spades. I find it 

difficult to see 9 tricks. Resisting the temptation to “cash” the ♥A may be a bar too high for many to 

hold declarer to 10.    

Hand 2    Open Selection Trials (Imp Pairs)        Bd. 1 / N / Nil 

 

 

 

      1   Not alerted. Solid suit in either Major 

    Result:  EW +980 

       North asked about the auction before selecting 
his opening lead. This was when NS learned that 3♠ 

showed a solid suit in either Major. All players at 
the table were very experienced however the 
director was not called until the hand had been 

                                                                                       played out. 

       South claimed that had 3♠ been properly alerted he would have made a Lightner Double of 6♥ 
for a spade lead to defeat the contract. 

Ed: A Lightner Double here asks partner to lead dummy’s first bid suit. In other situations a Lightner 
Double may ask partner not to lead a trump, to lead his suit not the doubler’s suit or to find an 
unusual lead.  

Ed: Two allow the table score to stand …. 

Rich Colker: Another unethical action by a player who tried to have his cake and eat it too. South 

knew when the auction came around to him at 6♥ that he could make a Lightner double (hopefully 

“for a spade lead”); he passed anyhow. Then, when he learned before his partner led to trick one, 

that 3♠ should have been Alerted and did not necessarily show spades, he failed to call the Director 

(who could have cancelled South’s final pass and backed up the auction to him allowing a double) 

 ♠ J9732 
♥ 10    
♦ Q102 
♣ 10432 

 

♠ AQ10854     
♥ 7 
♦ AKJ83 
♣ K 

 ♠ K6   
♥ AKQJ985 
♦ 7 
♣ Q86 

 ♠       
♥ 6432 
♦ 9654 
♣ AJ975 

 

West North East South 
 Pass 3♠1 Pass 

4NT Pass 5♣ Pass 

6♥ Pass Pass Pass 
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and instead allowed the defence to begin, hopefully achieving what we call a “double shot”: play 

the hand out without any Director intervention even though you know there has been an irregularity 

that may need to be addressed. If the result is most favourable to your side, keep it but if your result 

could have been better had the Director been called, call him at the end of the hand and (try to) get 

the score adjusted. That way South avoids taking a risk that either partner leads the wrong suit or 

that even if he finds the right (spade) lead the ♣A does not cash. The contract then makes despite 

the ruff. 

       The incontrovertibly correct ruling here is that the table result stands. I also assess a 

procedural/disciplinary penalty on South for his attempt at a double shot. (I recommend the penalty 

here because the players, South included, were described as “very experienced.” Had South been a 

novice or a relatively inexperienced player I would recommend only that he be educated on his 

obligations to call the Director immediately when an irregularity has been revealed or, as here, he 

might lose his side’s rights to a score adjustment.) 

Laurie Kelso: South is correct in that 6 would probably have failed after a Lightner Double 
(assuming that EW didn’t then run to the cold 6NT). I am not however inclined to award any sort of 
adjustment, since I don’t see how the two different explanations make a material difference to 

South’s choice of action over 6.  Would not a double in the pass-out seat on the non-alerted 
auction have also asked for a spade lead (dummy’s first bid suit)? 

       The other point to note is that no one bothered to summon the Director after the true nature 

of the 3 bid had been disclosed.  If they had, then South might very well still have been able to 
change his pass to a double.  South really needed to do more at the table, rather than try via the 
Director afterwards. Score stands. 

One treats both sides as offenders …. 

Matthew McManus: Easy! All players are very experienced and therefore should have known that 

they needed to call the director once the failure to alert became known. It would have been a simple 

matter for the Director to reopen the auction under Law 21. South could have doubled and there 

would be no need to guess whether North would have now led a spade. I am going to treat both 

sides as offending. I will award a split score: NS keep the table score. EW score -100. 

Two adjust for the undeniable failure to alert and the failure of EW to call the director …. 

Richard Hills:  A very experienced West should be experienced enough to correctly Alert. So, as 
Director, I would adjust the score to 6Hx -100. 

Arie Geursen: An open selection trial did you say?  This is illustrious company!  What a shame South 

did not immediately call the Director, who would immediately recognize that the auction was not 

over (Law 22B) and offer South his final pass back to substitute his Lightner double [Law 21B1(a)].  

Now we would have a bridge result rather than one determined by a huddle of directors! 

       Clearly EW have infracted (the failure to alert) so regardless their score cannot stand.  But in 

order to do equity we will need to consider how obvious a spade lead is in this auction.  I am inclined 

to award an adjusted score of 6♥X minus 1 for EW-100. 

       But the interesting question here is: “Was South’s failure to call the Director when he became 

aware of the infraction and before the opening lead a serious error unrelated to the infraction or a 

gambling (bob each way) action [Law 12C1(b)]?” If it is so judged, he does not get relief for any of 
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the damage that is self-inflicted. These are top players and they ought to be well aware of their 

obligations and rights.  Law 9B1(a) states that the Director “should” be summoned at once when 

attention is called to an irregularity. 

       We can get some guidance from the Introduction to the 2007 Laws which states that to not do 

something that you “should” do, is an infraction that jeopardizes your rights, but is not often 

penalized as opposed to “shall” do, or “must” do, which will incur a penalty more often than not. 

       But imposing penalties is a very different task to adjusting scores redress damage.  To me a 

failure to call the Director is not enough to meet the definition of a serious error; or a wild or 

gambling action; even for a “very experienced player”, but only by a whisker.  Therefore I would 

adjust the score to 6♥XW minus 1 for both sides. 

Ed: The panel has done a thorough job listing the possibilities that need to be discussed during 
consultation. I’d like to know more about why South felt he couldn’t make his Lightner Double 

anyway. Did he think West had made a mistake with his bid of 6 and that East or West may 
therefore run from the double? Allowing the table score to stand could then be right as well as for 
the reasons given by the panel.  As Laurie suggests, surely some number of EWs would run to 6NT 
after a Lightner Double which would lead us back to “no damage”.  

Hand 3    Gold Point Open Pairs       Bd. 15 / S / NS 

 

 

 

 

         1   6 cards in a Major 5-9 or 21-22 Balanced 
         2   Pass or Correct                  
         3   Take out  
         4   Described as a four card club suit when East 
           asked at her turn 

            Result:  NS +790 

       The director was called when the dummy was displayed. South then said that her 3♣ simply 
showed a good Weak Two in hearts and said nothing about clubs. At the end of the hand, East called 
the director again and said, “I wouldn’t have doubled 4♠ with the correct explanation. I would have 
bid 5♣.” 

Richard Hills: No adjustment. East is using 20-20 hindsight and a trivial misexplanation to try it on. 

Rich Colker: I fail to understand how East could have doubled 2♥ for takeout and then later doubled 

3♠ for takeout as well. (I must be getting old!) This case is similar to Hand 2 in a way that should 

become apparent as I proceed. First, when the Director was called when dummy came down East 

should have been asked what, if anything, she might have done differently had she known during 

the auction that South’s 3♣ bid was artificial showing a good hand with hearts (saying nothing about 

clubs). The auction could not have been backed up in this case (since East’s partner had 

subsequently made a call) but East could then have gone on record as wanting to withdraw her 

double and wanting to bid 5♣(?), which raises my second point: what about the auction, at the point 

when East doubled 4♠ (that is, before East knew the whole hand, including the club distribution 

 ♠ Q1087653 
♥ 97    
♦ AK10 
♣ 8 

 

♠ 4     
♥ QJ3 
♦ J8542 
♣ J1032 

 ♠ A92   
♥ A4 
♦ Q93 
♣ AK754 

 ♠  KJ    
♥ K108652 
♦ 76 
♣ Q96 

 

West North East South 
   2♦A1 

Pass 2♥A2 X3 3♣4 

Pass 3♠ X3 4♥ 
Pass 4♠       X All Pass 
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around the table), would have convinced East that doubling was not a good idea but that bidding 

5♣ was!? South’s 3♣ bid did not deny holding three (or more) clubs and North could surely have 

held more clubs than she did. In fact, West could have held two or fewer clubs as far as East knew 

at that point in the auction.  

       Sorry, but East’s plea (once she knew all hands) as to what she would have done had she known 

. . . was simply post hoc rationalization. She could not have known not to double 4♠ or to bid 5♣ 

when she could easily have caught a dummy with little or no club support in addition to its lack of 

other offensive assets. Also, it should be mentioned that as the cards lie it was not too far fetched 

for EW to defeat 4♠. East must lead the ace and another spade. Declarer can unblock the king, 

overtake the jack to draw a third trump, then lead a heart. East rises ace, cashes a high club (getting 

count from West), then continues with a second heart and North must eventually lose a diamond 

trick to end up losing one trick in each suit for down one. 

       Unless the Director erred when first called to the table (by not asking East what she would have 

done differently had she been properly Alerted as to the actual meaning of 3♣) I would allow the 

table result to stand for both sides. If when first called to the table the Director had failed to ask 

East what she might have done differently I would try to determine what East might have done 

differently had 3♣ been properly alerted. It is difficult to see that East would not have doubled (at 

matchpoints) holding four potential defensive tricks (A, A, AK) in her own hand plus another queen 

and possible help from partner, but perhaps she might have passed. (I would certainly not give any 

credence to the possibility of her bidding 5♣, for the reasons cited above.) I might weight the actual 

table result of 4♠ doubled making (790 for NS) with that for 4♠ undoubled making (620 for NS), the 

exact percentages unclear (perhaps 90-10 or more generously, because of the Director error, 80-

20) and assign that result to both sides, who by law (82C) both deserve to be treated as non-

offenders in light of the error (though NS’s failure to properly alert 3♣ leaves me less inclined to be 

generous to them). 

Matthew McManus: Assuming that the NS agreement is as South described, there is a clear 

infraction here. However it is not at all obvious that it is the infraction that has caused damage. 

East's third double is a significant overbid and appears to me to be rather speculative. With a 

balanced 17 count, the first two doubles pretty much sum up the East hand, and it should have been 

left to West to determine whether EW would take any more part in the auction. For East to say that 

he would have bid 5♣ is decidedly an "after the fact" defence. Bidding that with such a poor suit 

and a balanced hand is just not sensible. I am going to rule that there is an infraction, but that no 

damage arose from the infraction and allow the score to stand. 

Laurie Kelso: This looks like another flimsy attempt to claim damage following an infraction where 

none exists.  East’s contention that she would bid 5 is not credible.  No one introduces a suit of 
that quality for the first time at the 5-level.  A slightly more reasonable request from East would 

have been for an adjustment back to 4 undoubled.  I can’t however see how the knowledge that 
South might not hold a 4-card club suit makes any real difference to someone who would otherwise 
double. 

       The other aspect to consider is whether West, with the correct information, might have taken 

action over 4.  To me the answer is a pretty clear ‘No’.  Score stands. 

Arie Geursen: So let me get this right.  It sounds as if South did not correct her partner’s mis-

explanation of 3♣ before the opening lead was faced as Law 20F5(b) requires. Even so, it would have 
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greatly strengthened the credibility of East’s assertion that she was considering bidding 5♣ if she 

had told the Director at the time rather than wait until end of the hand. 

       Now the Director is left having to judge if it was the failure to alert that caused East to double 

4♠ for penalties rather than bidding 5♣ out of the nowhere opposite a partner who refused to 

squeak even after two take-out doubles or whether it was because she was staring at a juicy 

17HCPs? I am not persuaded and I rather suspect a quick poll of the player’s peers will find little or 

no support for 5♣.  Score stands. 

Do You Know? 

       Many club directors do not put enough detail into their rulings. Law 10C1: When these Laws 

provide an option after an irregularity, the Director shall explain all the options available. 

       The director also needs to stay at the table to ensure the rectification is carried out correctly. 

       East is to lead however West has the ♦8 as a Major Penalty Card. You will often hear the director 

say something like, “You can ask for a diamond or refuse a diamond,” although Law 50D2 says, 

“Declarer may choose: (a) to require16 the defender to lead the suit of the penalty card, or to 

prohibit16 him from leading that suit for as long as he retains the lead (for two or more penalty cards, 

see Law 51); if declarer exercises either of these options, the card is no longer a penalty card and is 

picked up. 

   (b) not to require or prohibit a lead, in which case the defender may lead any card; the penalty 
card remains  a penalty card17. If this option is selected Law 50D continues to apply for as long as 
the penalty card remains. 

       The footnote reinforces the previous sentence: 17If the partner of the defender with the penalty 
card retains the lead, and the penalty card has not yet been played, then all the requirements and 
options of Law 50D2 apply again at the following trick. 

       Declarer needs to be told that requiring a suit is for this turn only; prohibiting a suit is for as long 

as the offender’s partner retains the lead at this time, and that for each of these options the ♦8 is 
returned to hand; that if declarer allows any card to be led then 50D2 is applied every time East 

must lead while the ♦8 remains on the table. 

       So, suppose declarer allows East to lead anything. East plays the ♣K and wins the trick. The 
director offers declarer the options again viz require etc forbid etc or lead anything etc.  
 

Quote from Bridge Law Mailing List 

       I once had a pair (new to my club) that insisted that they played 'random leads'. I stayed at their 

table as long and often as I could. Each time they were on lead I asked them to turn their hand face 

down, shuffle it and let me pick a card to lead. They did not return. 

DEADLINE NEXT BULLETIN            31st March 2017 
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 Clarifications 

       From the Minutes of the WBF Laws Committee meeting held in Bali, 19th September, 2013: 
       In response to a suggestion received from an NBO, the Committee confirmed the following 

interpretation: Law 21B2 – When a player elects not to change a call because of misinformation, 

Law 16D will still apply. The situation is analogous to the withdrawal of an original call followed by 

the subsequent replacement of the same call. Information arising from inferences that only become 

available because of the correction of misinformation is authorized to the non-offending side, but 

unauthorized to the offending side.  

       From the Minutes of the WBF Laws Committee meeting held in Koningshof, 20th October 2011:  

       The law requires the Director at times to determine whether one action was or was not 

subsequent to another. For example, the question may be whether an action by the non-offending 

side was subsequent to the infraction so that the non-offending side caused damage to itself, in 

which case the non-offending side does not receive redress for that damage. The Director must 

determine the fact one way or the other. The timing of the action is a simple factual question, yes 

or no, and there can be no weighting in applying that law.  

The Laws Regarding Ethics and Player Responsibilities 
(Part 7) 

John Ledet                          Colorado, USA 

       As a defender, you may communicate with your partner by the cards you play, not by the 

manner in which you play them. 

       Last time we discussed Law 73-D-2, which says that you may not “attempt to mislead the 

opponents by means of a remark or gesture, through haste or hesitancy of a call or play, or by the 

manner in which a call or play is made”.  Another section of Law 73 says you also cannot try to 

communicate with your partner through any of these same means. 

       How would one do that?  Well, for example, has partner ever led a card that might be a singleton 

but you weren’t sure; so you decided on a different defence only to have partner later slap down 

his card in disgust, with slumped shoulders and a heavy sigh, letting you know for sure that the 

earlier lead was a singleton and that he wants his ruff.  Your partner has just communicated with 

you about his preferred defence, but he communicated through the manner in which he played his 

cards, not with the cards themselves.  That is illegal. 

       Not to put too fine a sexist spin on this, but men seem to do this more often than women.  And 

men seem to do it more often with female partners (especially female-wife partners) than with male 

partners.  But hey, in these times we have to be politically correct, so we’ll say no more. Not only 

are these antics unethical of partner, but also they put you in a bind because you have received 

unauthorized information (UI).  How you deal with UI was the topic of discussion in past articles.        

Suffice it to say that if partner communicates with you in this way, you cannot do what he asks or 

you will be benefiting from his illegal communication and committing an unethical act of your own.   

His illegal communication actually should have the opposite effect from what he intended since now 

you cannot do what he wants.  Ironic, isn’t it. 
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       If your opponent makes a remark or a gesture when making a call or play, or plays fast or slow 

in such a way that it could influence his partner, you should call the director immediately.  You don’t 

have to be specific with the director about what the communication is.  You could just say “my RHO 

is slapping his cards down in disgust and this is giving information to his partner.  I would like it to 

stop and I need protection from any unauthorized information that has already been given”.  The 

director knows what is going on and will take over. 

       If you have the problem that your partner is making his bids or plays with flair, flourish, or 

spectacle (ie with extraneous information), just ask him to stop.  He is being unethical.  But more 

significantly, he is putting you in an ethical dilemma about how to continue without using that 

extraneous information.  He is making the game harder for you.  This game is hard enough as it is 

without partner adding to your problems. 

       Even subtle versions of this type of communication are a particular problem for any long time 

partnership.  It is so much of a problem that the ACBL puts partners behind opaque screens in 

significant events to make sure they don’t transmit information even subliminally.  So you must be 

especially careful with a regular partner. 

       We now address your responsibilities if you have received UI because of the manner in which 

partner plays his cards. If your partner makes a remark or gesture or alters his tempo when making 

a defensive play, you cannot use that information to your advantage.  We saw earlier in this article 

that partner may only communicate with you with the cards he plays, not by the manner in which 

he plays them.  Matt Granovetter wrote up the following hand in 2001.  You are East in the following 

diagram.  South opens 2NT and they go to game. 

 

 

 

 

        Your partner leads the Queen of Hearts and 

declarer takes the King.  You know partner had QJT 

or QJ9 and 4 (probably 5) hearts or he would not 

lead the Queen, and you think declarer probably 

has the Ace or he might hold up.  Declarer now 

plays the Ace and King of Diamonds, partner 

signalling an even number, 2 or 4.  Declarer next 

plays the Queen of Spades from his hand rather than more diamonds, partner plays small, and it 

comes around to you.  What do you play? Let’s work through this.  Partner must have 4 diamonds 

so declarer doesn’t have another diamond and is trying to create an entry to dummy to run those 

good diamonds.  Declarer might have the AQx(x) of spades but your K is not finessable if declarer 

cannot get to dummy.  So you duck and save your King of Spades to capture dummy’s Jack and stop 

the entry to the diamonds.  Fine.  But what if we told you that partner thought awhile before ducking 

the Queen of Spades around to you.   

       As we all know by now, that is called unauthorized information because you learned something 

but not from partner’s played card.  Partner has nothing to think about if he has only small spades; 

he would have played low in tempo, so partner must have the Ace of Spades.  Declarer is pulling a 

 ♠ J75 
♥ 82  
♦ QJ864 
♣ J83 

 

♠ ??    
♥ QJ??? 
♦ 92?? 
♣ ?? 

 ♠ K943  
♥ 543 
♦ 103 
♣ A1064 

 ♠ Q???     
♥ AK? 
♦ AK 
♣ ???? 

 

West North East South 
   2NT 
Pass 3NT All Pass  
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fast one on you and trying to steal a trick since you both have to duck to protect the entry.  Too bad.  

You only know about declarer’s deception because of the UI.  You are not allowed to use UI to your 

advantage.  You must duck the Queen of Spades after the hesitation by partner just as you would if 

partner had played in tempo.  That is your only legal and ethical option. 

       Now for the rest of the story.  After you use good ethics and duck the spade, declarer leads the 

Queen of Clubs and now you have the same dilemma.  You still don’t want to give declarer his entry 

to dummy so you must duck again.  Then declarer executes the coup de grace – he plays a small 

diamond to dummy.  It turns out he had the other 2 diamonds but did not have either black Ace.  A 

cute story in declarer deception but Granovetter used it to make a point about your ethical 

responsibility to play without using UI. 

 

JUDGEMENT RULINGS (2) 

        We present some situations for reader and panel discussion in the next issue. Please note 
that, even though most of these situations are taken from real life, no guarantees are given that 
every relevant fact has been included. Since any minor factual variation could influence the 
deliberations, these problems should be regarded as purely theoretical exercises. It is therefore only 
to be expected that in some cases the majority decision will differ from the ruling made at the time. 

Readers are invited to send in responses and contributions of interesting directing 
problems for inclusion in this column are very welcome. 

Hand 1    Mixed Open Event                                         Bd. 12 / W / NS 

 

        
 
 
 
 

       NS called the director and stated that East's pause was completely unethical and that without 
the pause North would cash the ♥A and make 4♥+1 (losing 1 club and 1 diamond with spades going 
away on the clubs after a heart to the Jack). 
 
 
 

 ♠ AQ82 
♥ AQ85 
♦ Q94 
♣ J3 

 

♠ J1094    
♥ K4 
♦ K3 
♣ A9862 

 ♠ K763   
♥ 1063 
♦ 7652 
♣ 105 

 ♠  5     
♥ J972 
♦ AJ108 
♣ KQ74 

 

The Play: 

 ♣10  ♣4  ♣A  ♣3  

 ♣2  ♣J1  ♣5  ♣7  
1   North thinks for 20 seconds after this trick 

 ♠A   ♠3  ♠5  ♠4  

 ♠2  ♠62  ♥2  ♠9  

2   East placed his card face down for 5 seconds 
before facing it. When asked if he was ok he 
replied that he had been thinking. 

 ♥7  ♥4  ♥Q  ♥33  
3   East paused for 6-8 seconds before playing ♥3 

      North at this stage assumed the hearts were  
4-1 with East (otherwise why the long pause) 
and played a heart towards the Jack.  The club 
ruff then put the contract down 1. 

West North East South 
Pass 1NT Pass 2♣ 

X 2♥ Pass 4♥ 
Pass Pass Pass  
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Hand 2    Club Session                                                           Bd. 8 / W / Nil 

 

       Result:  NS -100  

       The real agreement is that 2♦ shows  
4+ spades and 5+ of another suit and as the  
director you are satisfied that this is so.     

       South called the director and asked for  
an adjusted score because of West’s  
mis-explanation and further that East had told  
them that he had intended 2♦ as natural and had been relieved to realise that he actually had the 
hand to support the real conventional meaning. 
 
Hand 3    Overseas Swiss Teams Event                                Bd. 8 / W / Nil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1   Agreed pause of several seconds 
 
  
       Result:  NS +420  

        

       The director was first called after the 4♥ bid and again after the hand completed. NS claim to 
have been damaged by South bidding 4♥ after North’s agreed pause to think.  

 

Ed. As we wait for the new laws to go to the NBO’s (that’s the ABF for Australia) articles with new 
things to say are hard to find. The article on the next page appeared in the ACBL Bulletin November, 
1987. These days we wonder how long our battery back-up will last for our laptop ………... and this is 
a gentle reminder that suggestions are appreciated for topics you would like covered in your bulletin. 

 ♠ AJ104 
♥ 532 
♦ J9 
♣ KQ64 

 

♠ K72    
♥ A987 
♦ Q843 
♣ 97 

 ♠ Q853   
♥ Q10 
♦ AK1062 
♣ 53 

 ♠  96     
♥ KJ64 
♦ 75 
♣ AJ1082 

 

West North East South 
Pass 1NT1 2♦2 X3 

2♥    

1   Announced 12-14 
2   Not Alerted 
3   Takeout 

       After bidding 2♥ West says, “Sorry,” and 
makes a late alert of 2♦. South calls the 
director. West explains that 2♦ shows 4+ 
hearts and 5+ of another suit. 
       South is allowed to change his call so the 
auction becomes:     

Pass 1NT1 2♦2 Pass 
2♥4 Pass 3♦ 3NT 
Pass Pass Pass  

4   Not alerted and NS do not ask. Agreement is 
that 2♥ asks East to bid 2♠ with a 5 card suit 
otherwise bid the other suit. 

 ♠ AKQ4 
♥ AKQ93 
♦ 43 
♣ 92 

 

♠ 6    
♥ 86 
♦ KJ105 
♣ AKQ876 

 ♠ 10732   
♥ J2 
♦ A976 
♣ J105 

 ♠  J985     
♥ 10754 
♦ Q82 
♣ 43 

 

West North East South 
1♣ X 1NT Pass 
2♣ 2♥ Pass Pass 
3♣ 3♥1 Pass 4♥ 

Pass Pass Pass  
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